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The international Big Data event "J On The Beach" returns to Malaga 

J on the Beach, an event on computer technologies, which features talks by 

engineers from the likes of Google, Microsoft and Twitter, will take place at La 

Térmica on May 17th, 18th and 19th. 

Málaga, 05/05/17 - The Big Data event on the beach returns to Malaga for the second consecutive 

year. Following the success of 2016’s event, La Térmica will host an international event on 

computer technologies focused on Big Data between the 17th – 19th May. 

More than 400 participants and 50 speakers from different countries, including scientists and 

engineers from companies such as Google, Microsoft, Oracle, Valo and Twitter, will be present. 

During the event, there will be a three-day hackathon (collaborative software development) that 

will consist of hacking the event using data collected from sensors installed throughout the venue. 

In addition, several workshops will take place, some of which are open to the public. 

An extra day has been added to the event on Wednesday, 17th May, where workshops such as 

Jepsen will be given by Kyle Kingsbury, better known as Aphyr, a technical consultant famed for 

discovering weaknesses of popular databases like MongoDB, Cassandra and Riak. In this exclusive 

workshop, participants will learn the ins-and-outs of how to use this library to evaluate databases. 

According to Justo Ruiz Ferrer, CTO of ITRS Group, the company organising the event from its 

office in the Technological Park of Andalusia (PTA), the objective of J on the Beach is "to learn from 

creators and experts in information technologies, promote the presence of women in technology 

and publicise the city of Malaga and Malaga-based companies to the world. For this reason, the 

sponsors of J On The Beach include Oracle, The Workshop, Ravenpack, Rindus and Piksel, all of 

which have offices in Malaga. 

Among the topics to be discussed at the conference are the new programming paradigms and 

languages of the JVM and .Net, distributed computing systems, the Internet of Things, streaming 

platforms and databases. All the talks are technical and in English so the target audience is 

engineers, architects and software developers. 

The event, which has already sold out, is again driven by the multinational Malaga-based ITRS 

Group through its brand Valo and organised by local user groups: Yes We Tech, Databeers Malaga, 

DotNet Malaga, Malaga Java User Group and Malaga Scala Developers. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/jotb17/?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/JOTB17
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J On The Beach   

 When: May 17, 18 and 19, 2017 

 Where: Cultural Center La Térmica 

 Registration for free workshops: www.jonthebeach.com 
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